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When labeling map features using a numeric field, you may need to add 
some basic formatting to those numbers. Often, the formatting required 
can be as simple as inserting a thousands separator character to make 
values more easily read. Although you could use a labeling expression 
to accomplish this effect, if you have write permission for the table used 
for labeling, formatting the labeling field can achieve the same effect 
more quickly and with less effort. 
 Changing the way numbers are displayed in tables and labels does 
not change the underlying data, because this formatting is only saved in 
the map layer. In addition to inserting thousands separators, this method 
can be used to adjust alignment, pad a number with zeroes, include 
a plus sign to indicate a positive number, and specify the number of 
decimal places or significant digits that will be displayed. Follow this 

Using table number field formatting is a quick solution
Make Numeric Labels More Readable
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simple procedure to make any of these formatting changes:
1. Open the table being used for labeling. 
2. Right-click the field heading for the field used for labeling and 

choose Properties. Click the ellipsis button next to Number Format. 
3. On the Number Format dialog box, choose Numeric and check the 

box to display a comma separator. 
4. Click OK to exit all dialog boxes. Click the refresh button on the 

lower left side of the map canvas to see the formatting changes.
 Note: This dialog box can be used to format numbers for currency, 
directions, percentages, rates, fractions, scientific notation, and angles 
as well as applying a custom format. 

 These labels, 
showing the 
population of 
various counties 
in Texas, would be 
easier to read with 
some formatting. 

 After closing 
all dialog boxes, 
refresh the map to 
apply the changes.

 Select Numeric 
and check the 
Show thousands 
separators box.

 To quickly 
remedy this 
problem, open the 
table and right-
click the heading 
for the field used 
for labeling. 

dard database client connectivity and SQL 
statements. These query layers in ArcMap 
support read-only display and geoprocessing 
with dynamic access to the host database yet 
with intelligent extent filtering and support for 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard 
spatial operators in the SQL layer definition.

Borrow concurrent ArcGIS Desktop 
licenses for fieldwork. 
You can now borrow or check out a concur-

rent use desktop license for use when you are 
disconnected from the network. Borrowed li-
censes expire after a predefined period of time, 
which can be set by the license administrator.

Edit geodatabase features in 
intuitive, map-driven feature templates.
Feature templates define the geometry type 
and construction tool, default attribution, and 
symbology for each feature type and are or-
ganized in the map document. If feature tem-

plates haven’t been created when you begin 
editing, ArcGIS will create them automati-
cally from layer definitions. These templates 
can be subsequently organized as required 
with names, descriptions, and tags. Because 
templates persist with a map document, they 
facilitate purpose-built editing of maps for ef-
ficient data automation.
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